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(IacIudIas. Soap, Rb. MIDd Veal ... SoIod)

Three
Terlyald
.Kabobs

6 Sweet & Sour 7Fried FIsh
or ~
Frl~ ~p
Ch1cIIirJ
5.50

8 Teriyakl
Chicken
Salad

.95

Boise
(In Old Boise)
TeVFax Orders: 345-3366
501 W Main - Boise, Idaho 83702

$5.50

9 TeriyakI
Chicken' &
Beef Combo

10TeriyakI
Chicken &
Sushi

S6.95

$7.45

Hours
Monday - saturday
Lunch 11:00 - 2:30
Dinner 4:30 - 9:00
Closed SUnday

It's all happening here at. ..

The Symposion

I

Cocktails· Full Bar' Pool Tables· Darts· Funl .
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2801 Fletcher St. • off 27th St. behind Midas Muffler

F irvlew

INGAUTHORITY
AT GREENWOOD'S WE DON'T
JUST SELL SKI TUNING, WE
SELL SERIOUS PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENTS.
We've been tunlno skis since this
simple tool was the cullino edoe for
sharpenl'"l your edoes. Sure. we use
all of the lalest equipment for tunlno
skis, but we stili rely on craftsmanship and hand'work to olve you a
superior tune. So. stop In and learn
about our skllunlno packaoes- and
oetthose skis ready to 00.

(--~
-------.,.c~_.
editor
I suppose I have a bit
more faith in the intellectual
abilities of Boise State students than it seems some
members of this university
are willing to afford them. I
stand by The Arbiter's decision to run the Revisionist
advertisement
and
no
amount of bullying (through
recent death threats and
tossing of issues around
campus) will make us regret
the choices we have made.
It saddens me to think
student minds' are being led
to believe that the only way
to conquer false viewpoints
is to brush them under the
rug. Personally, I would
rather have these opinions
out in the open,. discuSsed
and refuted on an academic
level rather than choosing
ignorance. It was hoped that
the running of this insert
would promote' some level

of discussion rather than
emotional acting out. Regret;'
fully,it's turned into an excuse
to attempt to attack and
intimidate the; staff of The
Arbiter and students of Boise
State.
We will continue to
uphold the right for everyone's voice to be heard short of explicit obscenity
and legally defined hate
speech -no
matter how
offensive. Because the second
we start to pick and choose
we become a danger even to
. ourselves.

Columnists:
Ira Amyx
Damon Hunzeker
Iesletzh Owen
Dale Slack
cartoonists:

EdItor In ChIef: Erica Hill
AssocIate EdItor: [essl Loerch
EdItorial AdvIsor: Peter AntonelliWollheim
DesIgn DIrectors:
Stephanie Pittam
jeremy Webster

News EdItor: Stephanie Matlock
News Writers:
Hannah Bankhead
Trlsha Bennett
Sean Hayes
laurie Meisner
Sara Mitton
Travis Riggs
Esther Shepherd
Jim Steele
Amy Wegner

r.
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jessica Holmes
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news
Getting black students
pumped up about
higher ed.

cover
A zillion reasons to hate
PeopleSoft (as if you
needed more).

sports
Now we have fans!

The opllUons presented in advertisements, editorials and cartoons within reflect the
views of those who created them and are not
necessarily the views of The AriJiter or its staff
The .Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State University. Its mission is
to provide a forum for the discussion of issues
impacting the community. The AriJiter's budget
consists of fees paid by students and advertising sales.The paper is distributed to the cam- .
pus' on Wednesdays during. the school year. The
first copyis free. Additional copies cost $1 .
each, payable to The AriJiter offices.
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Supreme Court edges closer to
decision .on student fee allocations
while the debate heats up
Autumn Haynes
s ectal to The Arbiter

T

he

First

Amendment:'

Congress shall make no

law respecting

an establish-

ment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or
abridging

the

freedom

of

speech, or of the press, or the
right of tile people peaceably to
assemble,

and to petition

Government

the

for a redress of

grievances.
In the comingyear, interwill pummel'

est groups
dents

with

information

a

plethora

regarding

stuof

univer-

sity fees and how they should
be

distributed.

Supreme

Court

The

US

is currently

reviewing S oatbuortb

t!

Grebe, a

case that could end funding for
certain

campus

tled with this idea before but

for the printing costs due to the

They

with

publication's

mandatory

inconsistent

results.

The court reasoned that student activity fees
should "reflect
the reality that
student life in its
many dimensions
includes the
necessity of
wide-ranging
speech' and
inquiry and that
student expression provides an
integral part of
the University's
educational mission."

Cottrell describes the University
as the hub of the idea marketplace that contributes
overall educati~n

to the

of students.

University
of Virginia: Rosenberger v.
Virginia
Ronald

Rosenberger,

to. freedom

of

speech

Bisexual

tion of

Women's Center, and the Madi-

courts

ruled in favor of the university,

discrimination

"impermissible"
against
speech.

WAP's

freedom

pelling interest in ~~.

strict separation of chuicli~d'that'th~,sttidents'
state justified the university's:firi1ili.c~:;p~litical
In June

of

1995

the

Supreme Court overturned

the

lower courts' rulings saying that
the WAP newspaper served as
a source of news, information'
The court

rea-

should "reflect the reality that
student life in its many dimensions includes the necessity of
wide-ranging

speech

inquiry

that

and

and
student

tional mission." The Supreme
Court ruled that student .fees
are mandatory, and an object-

ing student can not call on First
Amendmentrlghts

to demand

since Wide

a pro-rata return "for speech to

Awake was a religious

which he or she does not sub-

son

that

activity .the newspa-

scribe"

per

University of Wisconsin-Madison:
Southworth v. Grebe

"promoted

or

manifested a panicuJar belief in or about a
deity or an ultirrulte reality." WAP

alleged' that

filed

suit They

the. refusal' to

ruled in favor

\, .N1:ie(P~tiffs.

decision to deny payment was.

.......
·In1996Univeisity'
Wisconilit:· Madison

pay' . filed, suit against

of
students·

the university.

rights.

They asserted
right to not

exchange

Supreme

of

Court

v. Grebe.

University of Oregon: Rounds v. Oregon State Board of
Education
Hitting closer to home, a
group of students from the
University of Oregon claimed
that their First Amendment
rights

were

violated

because

or ideological

money

from their mandatory

the uni-

student

fees helped

~~ci~ties outweighed

is

reviewing the appeal

regarding Southworth

violated

·'·.;·;,i~~~

i:he.coin~

courts reasoned that

funds to

citing the rea-

in political and

Jdegidgtcal:advocacy

Furthermore,thei;·fueit~)?ia;t.Amendment

newspaper,

request,

. wWch'engage

of

part of the university's educa-

U
of V denied Rosenberger's

Network).

versity funding of organizations

Christian

newspaper.

son AIDS Support

the

fee support did not constitute

Virginia student-run

organization's

Center,

The plaintiffs claimed that Uni-

to fund organizations

requested

Campus

Gay,

, stating that denial of student

expression provides an integral

pay for the cost of printing the

a free

religion, and to equal protec-

ductions (WAp), a University of

agree with. The courts

moting

ideas. The

the Lesbian,

to promote

the educational mission by pro-

currently

member

have wres-

whose

versity's authority

(including

to associate outweighs the duty
don't

Pro-

of

missions the students opposed

the law. The

and

use

press, to the free exercise of.

But some argue that their right
that they

of Wide-Awake

a

the

student activity fees

to pay for 18 groups

soned that student activity fees

ASBSU Chief of Staff Brett

contested

viewpoint, violated their rights

and opinion.

organizations..

religious editorial

fund the

.1-)"". -----~)
'. Where should the line

Oregon Student Public Interest

The Arguments

Research Group

a

So should your $.26 sup-

liberal

port groups mat you oppose?

group

which

political'

(OSPIRG),

supports

causes.

The

lower

Supporters

of

student

fees

courts ruled in favor of the uni-

argue that members of an insti-

versity. They reasoned that First

tution may not always like what

Amendment

mat organization does, but they

threatened

rights

were not

by the distribution

choose

to associate

with

it

of some student

fee revenues

despite practices they.disagree

to the OSPIRG

because steps

with, For example, me Supreme

had been taken to prevent the

Court

funds

whether

from

being

used

for

political activities,

tried a case regarding
American

citizens

should have to pay taxes for

welfare reform when they did-

What does this mean
to Boise State Students?

n't agree with the program. The
court ruled that as a citizen of
the United States you choose to
associate

yourself

with

U.S.

Money Matters

laws and policies. The same can

The BSU Student Hand-

be argued for the university sys-

book reports that full-time stu-

tem. However,

dents pay $17 to ASBSU. That
money is then split into several

to mandatory fees side with the
Seventh Circuit Court's deci-

f\SBSU

sion forme

administrative

technician,
Teresa

mat some educational
BSU

organizations, equaling $.26 per
club from each student. There
164 recognized

clubs on campus, but religious
organizations

benefit

may

come from it is second-

project mat calls upon them
the impossible,

knowledge

mer might also do me uncons'tirespond by funding no student

ciently germane

consti-

tutional rights."

can not receive

Pregnant?
and need help ...

FREE

Pregnancy test

BIRTHRIGHT
Boise, Idaho 83702

AII~;i;;=/als.
.

.~
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with me

tutional, many universities will

those that seem

me objecting students'

to

mat in me effort

organizations

to overcome

Alliance,

Pool

and

Billiards

Club, Wilderness Survival Club,
Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians and
Allies for Diversity

Intertribal

Native Council and other clubs

. a headache now, wait until you
have to fill out more paperwork

mat rely on student fees could

to decide which

go bankrupt.

organization

A brief

receives your money. Peter D.

Supreme

Fox, Director of Public Inforfor the U niversiry

filed with me'

Court

on behalf

of

of

me American Council on Edu-

\Visconsin, ·says "If you've got

cation and the College Board

150,000 students in me system

explains

and each one wants to fund this

allowed to opt out of fees for

"[If

students

are

and not. that, it's readily appar-

objectionable

ent that we've got a tremendous

could

administrative job ahead of us."

ments that supported

research,

Should the Supreme Court rule

faculty appointments,

class top-

against mandatory student fees,

ics, or lectures with which they

organizations

philosophically disagreed."

such as me Sky- .

diving . Club,

Black

groups] students

challenge

tuition

pay-

Student

World AID$ Day enc0Ul'ages testing

ary, and mere fore is not suffi-

funding from ASBSU.

HOt N. 28th ·

"If you've got
1;0,000 students
in the system and
each one wants
to fund this and
not that, it's
readily apparent
that we've got a
tremendous
administrative
job ahead of US."

How
the Supreme
decision will affect
If you think registering is

mation

do

ideological

the

are currently

their

beliefs, me fact

147 recognized

the American Council on Edu-

dent
fees
to
organizations
devoted to pro-

33 percent

is divided among

of

separate me ideological and
political from. the _educational
and informative. Faced with a

moting

money earned

Court on behalf

the

cation reads, "At some point it
simply becomes impossible to

Waynetska,
of

Supreme

filed with

"In giving stu-

S B S U

account

A brief

Court
BSU

Wisconsin-Madi-

son case.

areas. According to
A

those opposed

get drawn between an organization's educational mission
and
internal
disagreements?

whatsoever." .

at all or only
to

pose no risk
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Programencourages black students
to pursue higher education
.
Stephanie Matlock
news editor
he tenth annual Black
to the Futnre allows
black high school students "to
get pumped up about higher
education," says BSU minority
enrollment counselor Ramon
Silva.
The
Black Student
Allianceworks in conjunction
with Silva to produce the
annual event. Last week, Boise
State students Faida Muzaliwa
and vice president of the Black
Student Alliance, Franklyn
Burke spent an evening in
Silva's office calling black students in Idaho reminding them
to attend. Thirty-five high
school students showed up for
the 1998 Black to the Flllllre.
Organizers hope to see at least
4D students this year.
According to Silva, only
about 150 black high school
students attend schools in the
Treasure Valley area. He is

T

::~,',:.:';,> .. ,,:.;.
"

"\

,~,.,~::;,;.

pleased to see such a high percentage attending the event.
Some ycars saw fewer partici-,
pants. When Burke went to
Black to the Flltllre in 1997,only
five or six students showed up.
During the day, high ..
school students learn about
scholarships, attend a class,
take a campus tour and socialize with current Boise, State
t'
students. This year's new activities include a black history
knowledge bowl, scavenger
hunt and dance held Friday
night at 9 p.m. in the Hatch
ballroom. Muzaliwa encourages all Boise State students to
attend and support the black
high schoolers and get them
excited about college. The free
event includes a live DJ.
Black professors will
speak with participants about
higher education opportunities ..
A motivational speaker, local
business
owner
Vincent
Kituku, will address the Friday
night dinner.

Participants come from
all grades of high schoo!. The
entire program is free to the'
students. The university provides all meals and lodging.
Muzaliwa encourages anyone
of any race to get involved
with Black to the Flltllre"and be
a part of these kids' lives."
Kappa Alpha Psi, a black
fraternity curre':ltly attempting
to establish a chapter at Boise
State, will also attend the event.
Members from the chapter at
Idaho State Universitywill perform a step performance at the
dance. Fraternity members will
use
choreographed
foot
stomping as well as canes and
other props on Saturday when
an interest meeting will also be
held to provide information
about the fraternity and to
recruit members.
Muzaliwa attended Black
to the FUlllrelast year. She was a
senior at Eagle High School.
but wasn't sure' about where

·~~JlIi~

she wanted to enroll in college.
She says the informational
event gave her a fed for college
life.
Burke, a graduate of
Boise High School, participated in Black to the Fllhlre in
1997. He attended a similar
event at Idaho State University.
At .Boise State, he says he
learned a lot about the different cultures on campus. Burke
has lived off-campus, but still
gets involved with school activities. He credits Black to the
Flllllre with introducing him to
different aspects of the schoo!.
"It brought BSU to me," he
explains.
Encouraging black students to continue with higher
education seems to payoff,
notes Silva.This year, the number of black students at Boise
State surpassed the size of the
Native American population
for theJirsttime, with around
200 students,

BSU offers similar orientation programs for Hispanic
and Native American students.
For the past three years,
Mirando Adelante has exposed
Hispanic students to higher
education. That event takes
place in February.
This marks the first year
for the Native American program, which will be held in con- ,
junction with the Native
American Conference this
April.
The
Black
Student
Alliance serves as a way for
black students to get to know
each other. Interested students
may attend a meeting today at
noon.
The next event Black
Student Alliancewill organize is
the Martin Luther King dinner
on Jan. 19.Anyone interested in
working with the BSA can call
the Multi-Ethnic Center at 4264317.

.r-),.... ---~)
that will cater both to Boise
State students and business'

On the other end of
campus, another retail development called Capitol Village is
being built at the corner of
University Drive and. Capitol
Blvd. When finished, it will
include an Office Depot

people who work nearby.
The first business to'
operate in the shopping center
will be a Hollywood Video,
scheduled to. open in midDecember. Senor Fresh, which

However, I came up
empty on this question. USA
TodtrJ doesn't release the voting
of individual coaches and
wouldn't tell me who supported
Boise State.

Who voted for Boise
Boise's third TeriyakiJ~~'and
State in the USA
a Jamba Juice (f()J:nl~yi~Uka> Today /ESPN
serves fresh Mexican food,

Have',a

Juice) plan to opeo:~y)Dici-Feb-'

,<~oaches' poll?

ruary.'<,"/;:.<

the Millennium

Jock

:~~:;

:::~:~~lfii~,~Oi::=:~d:~
:n: questi6n?
.

antenna
ornament,
which
replaces Jack's traditional hat

'gdfiiS'first-ever
vote in the
cashing store and an espresso
r.isA, Todcry/ESPN coaches'
shop.
poll...in..the rankings released on
with a party hat and includes a;<
:'According
to
Bob
". .
'
noisemaker.
.".,. "
NgV.if.
What is the new
,~;i,·:,.)~§P~tb.e leasing agent for
',One
football coach,
••
.'tht:,::dC-::1oprnent,
demand forSon1eWhere
in the United
building ttl The ",,;'
the loCationbas 'been strong.
'.., '.'
.
Ram's parking
,t',:' :,~e),6,QQO:~quare_fO?t:{~etes, voted for Boise ~tate as

How many Jack
antenna balls have .
been sold?
Jack in the Box, the fast-food

19fo.J:),'::':Y

chain that gave the Meaty
Cheesy Boys their big break,
sellsJack antenna balls for 99

,Broadway?

Th
<f',~

cents each.

,

";";'i:i,Jj;~;::';;:~~>~;
development,
at
.."
lS.a Strip mall

andoU"~'i'

Inc.
reintroduced Jack as its corpo-,
~
rate spokesman in 1995, they
have sold over four million ~ .. antenna balls. The company ~
SinceiFoodmaker

..J

e- ""

B::

;'···\:',t'.',,:·';'~j;,~:t:o~~~~:s:ot:a;t:n
. '.In a 39th-place ne
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State
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has ~o estimate of how many
remain on antennas.
Starting on Dec. 6, Jacklovers can enjoy a new option
for their antenna ball reper-

~
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faXittq426-3198.
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BSU artists display work at A Christmas Tour
Jessi Loerch
associate editor
kyler Pierce and Pete
. Romberg, Boise State art
students, will soon show off
their works in a multi-million
dollar horne. A'Chris/IJlaJ TOIlr,
sponsored by the United Society of Artists, brings, together
the community and artists to
raise'funds for the Women and

S

Children's Alliance.
Painters, sculptors, photographers and others will decorate eight multi-million dollar
homes with their own works.
Interested viewers or pur-

chasers can then examine the
homes on Dec. 4-5. Local merchants are also getting involved
by .displaying some of their
goods in homes. USA hopes
this will help connect the general community to artists.
As a special bonus for
the fine art appreciator, two
original Salvador Dali works
will be displayed along with
Rusciano's work, at 9403 Winterwood Lane. Rusciano, a
local artist, founded USA in
September. He wants to help
gain credit and appreciation for
artists, whom he says fill an

important place in society.
Twenty percent of all sales of
artists' works will go' to USA,
who 'Will use all the money to
help needy families during the ~
holidays.
Interested viewers can
purchase tickets for $7 at participating Movie Javas. Tickets
are also available at the doors
for $9. The ticket allows access
to all eight homes, spread
between Boise and Eagle: In
addition to the art, local musicians will perform at each'
house.
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Skyler~e~stafidsadmist

his work.
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Boise State begins new dance tradition
be in the grand style," Andy

news writer

G

ot a date? Posters plastered

across

campus

Sarah Haven have been the for-

ident

advisor,

explains.

"We

have budgeted twenty-five huntarget

Hall Association
mitory

audience

between

Boise State's first winter formal

is anywhere

two hundred

to four

campus

organizations

"This year is just
a test year. We can't
really lose

money.

support

this

it

appointed

if

does

work

dance

out,"

dance, Under tbe .l'ltlr! on Friday,

comes from the

Dec. 3 in the Jordan D Ball-

review of Boise State earlier this

room beginning at 8 p.m.

year, Williams says.

The gala will include a

mal's primary organizers and
advocates.

around

One of the major reasons
student

Williams and

But we will be dis-

hundred people."

and the dor-

halls are sponsoring

not

Williams

explains.

accreditation

The

dress

code for Under ihe~~''''''
'.. -_" ....-,.t>;'-'.
.,y ....- ·1~....'<c_
Starsrequire ladies to y..'·~:';:;;~?t~.. .~ ..~

"TIle visiting representa-

-

,-

live disc jockey, professional

tive from oilier schools found it

wear

photographer

interesting that we havealrnost

gentlemen

no campus

attired in sport coats,

admission

and catering. The

price of $3.50 for

community,

Func-

singles and $5.50 for couples

tions like this help to create a

includes

greater

child care for those

students with youngsters.

dance

began in August

dents wondering

for what? The Associated Stu-

the

the dance and Chaffee Hall res-

dred dollars for the dance; Our

dents of BSU, the Residence

for

Williams, a major organizer of

ask that question and start stu"got a date"

Plans

formal

-

- " .....'t;....

gowns;T"":':;;;I..:;;'

must

come'

.

""":,~.>; ..~.~
;,;i:'
>,

1' ....

;'.

ties

and slacks.

sense of community,"

Williams comments

.

"The formal is going to

WC!'fi1v(!Q gtC!Qf
gC!lC!ctibHon .'
" outC!tW~~;{'
Now!
Button

Student I. D.
& receive a
hamburger & fries
for only $1.99 plustax ....

BonfitB
~pBc;al Blend
r:out ~quatB

BornbghBII .
BOISE'S ONLY BOARD SPECIFIC SPECIALTY S80(1,'

Only at the Sports Zone
located on the Grove in DowntownBoise

.~)r---_.-J)
BUSINESS
IS EXPLODING
WEALTH THROUGH
THE INTERNET
EAR.N A FREE CAR
AND HOUSE
PAYMENT

trEGLASS
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We have a pretty interesting offer for you. We'll compensate you for participat·
ingin an investigational study of a potential treatment for the common cold. To
Qualify, you must be currently experiencing one or more symptoms of a cold.
(You kno~stuffy
nose, cough, sore throat.) And you must call us
immediately-we
need to catch your cold as early as possible!
If you're Qualified, we will compensate you for your time and travel
costs to participate in the study. You'll also receive medical evaluations and

...
'
'

investigational medications related to the study.
So if you feel like you're
getting
call
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Broncos destroy Vandals: earn last hurrah in
Bronco Stadium for. seniors
Pete Erlendson

the Broncos looked to knock

in Pullman, Wash. Going into

some heads around ..

the game

sports writer
or twenty-three

F

the

Bronco

department
these

and countless fans,

past

offered

seniors,
Athletic

four

nothing

years
short

have
of

tragedy, coupled with a tremendous amount of plain old frustration.
The Bronco

family has

lost a coach to cancer, one in
the aftermath

coach his alma mater. They've
lost a teammate, 21 games, and
importantly,

State football

thought

the Boise

team lost their

pride.

they

were

ing to odds makers. -

the Broncos ·would
what

the Vandals

favored to win by two accord-

have

A few thousand

have

BSU

achieved? Especially after the

supporters

38-7 thumping UCLA put on

north to witness the battle for

near loss to)-AA

Southern

made their way up

the Big West Conference cham-

BSU in the season opener, the
o

pionship.

Utah and the poor showing at

But all the hype for the

Hawaii, which at the time was

big game was not shared by the

considered

the worst team in

Even as the New Mexico
Lobos

and

the Fidler

Fake

debuted in Bronco Stadium on
Sept.

directions

momentary

loss of

North

Texas.

with

ready to play and were convinced the game did not have
to be a close one.
BSU took the field with

25, the entire season

switched

Boise State coaching staff and
its players. The Broncos came

college football.

against
But then came the 1999

would

accomplish

of the death of

Pokey Allen and one left to

most

Who

a

balance
Since

guns blazing, as the Broncos
led the Vandals at the end of
the first quarter

21-0. "Total

then, inspired play, passionate

domination"

fans and a dedicated, business-

phrase .of the day as not only

look seemed so much brighter.
Heading into the season with a

like coaching staff changed the
history of Boise State football

did the Broncos outplayed the
Vandals and proved themselves

second year coach at the helm
;u;,d.coming off their first divi-

forever.
On Nov. 20, the Broncos

the better team.
The final score:

sion I-A winning season, ever,

met up with the Idaho Vandals

State 45, Idaho 14.

season and the Broncos'

out-

became

the

Senior Gavin Reed lces down anaggra- .
vated rJglttharrtstrJng.Reed touched the
baJlfour times and scored two touchdowns
despite the nagging injUry.

Boise

some demons and set the stan-

Several thousand Boise State fans travelled to Pullman to
watch the Broncos rout the Vandals.

.The win over Idaho for
those seniors might normally be

dard for all Bronco teams to
corne.
The

a sweet enough victory to end a
career on, but

the 1999 Big

West champion

Broncos

have

one final task. A 9-3 overall and

fered

Broncos

blow

after

had sufblow, had

fallen, and were not getting up.
Yet, when it appeared

that a

~ 5-1 conference record will not

sad story of twenty-three

Ci be good enough. A win over
a
.
,
~ Idaho won't close the final

iors would end the way it all

~ chapter to those four long years

and

~ of devastation.
g
BSU has

champions.

e

sen-

began, they rose to greatness
now

the

Broncos

are

game

At the Broncos football

Stadium.

banquet last week the host, for-

~ Boise State is set to playa yet to

mer Boise State nose 'tackle Jeff

in the

Caves, closed the ceremony on

one

~ remaining in Bronco

~ be determined opponent
Crucial.com

Humanitarian

Bowl on Dec. 30.

In the scheme of things,

these words: ''And just remember what
mer

Dr. John

Boise

State

Keiser (forUniversity

the newly riarned Crucial.com

president) told us: 'It's a privi-

Humanitarian

lege to be a Bronco'."

Bowl means little

if anything, but to the Bronco
family a .win WOuld. exorcise
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AT TIAA-CREF,
WW EXPENSES ARE
A InGH PRIOl([Tt

JUNKYARD JEANS
1725 BROADWAY
389-2094

Alohas, Overalls, Cords, Bellbottoms
and much more
\N\N\N.j u n kyardjeans.
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ll financial companies charge
operating fees and expenses -

some more th~n others. Of course, the'
lower the expenses you pay, the better.

Taking photography

A' focus .OD' your future
Of course, expenses are only one factor
to consider when you make an invest-

That way, more of your money goes

ment decision, Morningstar also noted

where it should - toward building a

next semester?

services industry."

our commitment to "consumer education,

comfortable future.

service" and "solid investment perforAs the largest retirement system in
the world, 1 we have among the lowest

mance." Because that can make a difference in the long run; too,

expenses in the insurance and mutual.
fund industries.2

At TIAA-CREF, we believe people

-

In fact, TIAA·CREF's

0.35% average

not on their retirement company. Today,

fund expenses are a fraction of the
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We also serve Vegetarian dishes!
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T~lePh.one(208) 345-8868
Fall (208) 345-8848

110 North 11th Stre.et .•'-,
Boise, Idaho 83702 ~
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would like to spend more in retirement,

expense charges of comparable funds.

3

over two million people count. on that

It's one reason why Morningstar says,

approach to help them build 8nancial

"TIAA·CREF sets the standard in the

security. So can you.

•
AA

To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website

..

Ensuring the future
for those who 'shape it:'

1 800842·2776
WM\T- tiaa -cref.org
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Broncos open home schedule with wins
over ISU and Loyola Marymount
..
Josh Jordan
Sports Writer

L

ast Tuesday

night, while

most of us were looking

forward

to

a well-deserved

Thanksgiving

break, the Boise

State

basketball

men's

team

opened their home season with
a victory

over

Idaho

State.

Then, on Saturday night, while
we were all planning our exercisc programs

after

gorging

ourselves on turkey and stuffing, the Broncos were dominating Loyola Marymount

in the

Pavilion.
After opening the season with a tough loss on the
road to Northern
Broncos

came

Arizona, the
home

slightly with coach Rod jensen's

arc, the Broncos ended the half

Boise State their toughest test

.technical

leading 31-21.

of the season thus far.

offense

failed to find the open man and
often

stood

teammates.

watching
This

overmatched

enabled

"I think they're stillliving off that run in the NCAA

Saturday

the

son struggling from the field,

tournament

Weber

going a combined

one needs to bring them off

shocked the nation last season

Clint

their cloud and what better

when

with 20

team than Boise State to go in

national

there

Carolina in the first round of

Eagle

Hordeman

at 46, the Broncos came alive.

points.

Abe Jackson

made a 3-point

High

10 for 26,

product

responded

Every

time

Loyola

began creeping back into the

shot to reclaim the lead. After a

game .Hordernan

lay-up by the Bengal's Ammer

up with a gutsy steal or a driving
lay-up in traffic. Perhaps

throws, giving Boise State a 51-

biggest contribution

to back three point shots with
just over two minutes left giving

in front of a Bengal pass and

the Broncos a 64-47 lead.

dunk.
Woods'

breakaway

dunk proved to be the momentum turner· as the Broncos

Abe Jackson

"Clint hit

their lead and

just did a lot of good things
today that really helped us out,"

the

night's

game

rivals the contest went down to

Bronco's

the wire.

with

After storming out to a

Tuesday

showed

struggling

their

defense,

win,

the

at rimes

signature

a problem

zone

Saturday's

said Jackson.

very many turnovers

would certainly attempt to capi-

up

be ready to roll over the Ben-

talize upon.

around

missed

became

early

apparent

on

really suited

it

have

and he

plays a lot of minutes, this game ~

opponent,

Very

a solid

tics I'm sure he doesn't

12-2 lead and increasing it to

gals. However, sloppy play and

"He's

player, if you look at the statis-

26-11 the Broncos appeared to

Loyola Marymount,

and

him

down
and

today

running ~

and

banging

getting

tough

•

Hordeman

enabled Idaho State to stay in

defense in practice. The Bron-

defense the Broncos cruised to

the contest.

cos swarmed

forcing

a 70-50 win. The game may

turnovers and building a 22-10

have been closer if Loyola pos-

For the first five minutes

Loyola

and intense

team

advantage following a steal and

sessed any free-throw capabili-

of the second half the home

lay-up by c.]. Williams

who

ties whatsoever. Boise State sent

team

looked quick and agile as ever,

them .to the charity stripe 24

held·

the

.advantage

extending it to 42-33 on a dunk

showing no signs of the knee

times in the second half alone

by Kejuan Woods, but the Ben-

injuries that plagued his last sea-

with the Lions only making 12

gals weren't ready to roll-over

son.

of them.

just yet

An I l-point

run in

early with their outside

line-up to establish a presence

going just 1 for 7 from three-

under the boards gave them a

point range in the first

44-42 edge.
Boise State struggled

shot,

half. In

25th

ranked

nextgame
dogs

Gonzaga

of

spite of their lackluster first-half
performance

Tournament

for their

on Dec. 1. The Bull-

advanced

Eight

from. beyond. the .

.t:J

g

i

The Broncos travel to

Boise State struggled

which Idaho State used a taller

5

::c

Behind the gritty play of ':

Boise State .

had been working hard on their

At the half the

§

'il

points."

free throws by Boise State

Broncos led 33-22.

the NCAA tournament

big threes. that

two

slowly re-built
Despite

North

basically just broke the back of
Loyola and those were huge. He

came away with a 64-56 victory.

vious meetings between the two

Wednesday?" muses Jackson.

perennial

offered

Tuesday marked the 82nd meetIdaho State and like many pre-

on

upset

powerhouse

against
Wildcats·

nothing but praise for hi: teammate
following
the game.

ing between

Boise State and

a win

they

The

his

next possession Woods jumped

pleasing. reverse

get

for a game
State.

was back

48 advantage. On Idaho State's

raced the length of the court

and

and I think some-

would come

Johnson, Jackson sank two free

for a crowd

team as they return home on

scorers

the game. With just over six

Bronco

things

Kejuan Woods and Abe Jack-

Bengals to stay in

With

After Gonzaga

don't get much easier for the

their

minutes left and the score tied

to the

friendly confines of the Pavilion in search of their first win.

as players

to the Elite

last year's

NCAA

will

provide

and

Sophomore forwardlcenterAbe Jack.~
son hits a pull-up jumper against lSU. Jackson led the Broncos with 17 points.
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PeopleSoftnot pleasing many people
University officials introduced PeopleSoft in the hopes that it could integrate Boise State's financial, personnel and student information, making
data retrieval easier on all levels.
.
However, that's not the way it worked. this fall.'
Boise State is one of the firstschools to use the system, which meant that
many of the bugs came out here, leading to corrupted files and late checks
for students.
.
The project was supposed to only cost $5.6 million but now the price tag
has hit $12.6 million.
.
,
And guess whose 'paying the price ...
news writer
hroughout
the
fall
semester complaints 01
late financial aid and registrn-

T

tion problems have echoed
around campus. PeopleSoft, the
new computer operating system
at Boise State, continuallv
catches the blame for these
inconveniences and more. Officials promise that since the sultware will integrate information
across the university, the final
benefits will be worth the suffering.
In addition to these set
backs, the expenses for the new
system have doubled the estimated budget set in 1997. Independent
auditors
recently
completed an investigation into
these extra costs.
During the initial planning stages, Boise State officials
believed the PeopleSoft program would cost about $5.6
million. However, Stacy Pearson, BSU associate vice presidentJ()rJinan~c~saysJt
cost ..
$10.5 million just ro buy the
software and implement it.
Then hardware had to be purchased and additional staff
trained. Also when some of the

!

.1

.f--r-)

-------J)
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---.....-Ie.

software didn't work correctly,
Boise State had to pay for consulting expenses. "This extra
consulting contributed most to
exceeding the budget," says
Pearson.
.

.'
.~
"

The original softwa;e
contractor went bankrupt leaving only two years to implement Peoplesoft in time for
Y2K compatiblity,claims Pearson. There wasn't time to wait
for more money to become
available, so extra dollars were
spent in a rush to install the
system.
Currently, the second
stage of the PeopleSoft installm.ent is underway, which
includes upgrading the soft-'
ware. This upgrade will eventually allow students to access
documents such as transcripts,
and to. register over the Internet. Pearson says they are staying within the budget during
this second phase, which costs
$5.5 million. This stage should
becornpleted by February of
2000. From there web access,
called 'Campus Connection,
can also be implemented.
Has all the trouble been
worth it so far? Not for some
students. After Boise State senior Charmayne Alegria waited
in line for an hour to register a
few weeks ago, she was told
that a hold had to be cleared on
her account. The computer
system showed she owed
$573.75 for overload credit
fees.Alegria claims she felt baffled since she had only registered for 19 credits. While she
tried to Clear the false. debt,
someone from. the' Account
Maintenance Center told A1egria a glitch in the computer
system was found that may
have'causedthe-mistake--duringthe drop/add process. Yet, the
office insisted she submit an
appeal to clear her account.

"I know I'm not the only
student with this complaint,"
says Alegria, "and if we conquer these problems together,
the bureaucrats demanding an
appeal for their own error
might be more careful in the
future." Alegria was planning
on graduating in Maybut hasn't
even been able to register for
the spring semester. She.waits

schools in the country have
implemented PeopleSoft. It is
the second largest software
company in the nation. Yet,
many other users are experiencing problems as well. Pearson claims Boise State intends
to contact PeopleSoft and
request a portion of the money
back 'since some of the software didn't work as it should

for her appeal to be considered
have.
before the board in early
Mark Wheeler, dean of
December.
enrollment services, insists stu"We know students have~aents-get-fruSful.ted-becatise
been inconvenienced and we're
not happy about that," says
Pearson. About 420 other

they haven't seen the outcome
.of the new system yet. "These
things don't happen quickly.

Right now we are building the
foundation," states \'Vheeler.
Several factors led to the
long registration lines this year,
says'Wheelel'.PeopleSoft contributed to the wait, but problems would have occurred with
any new system, he observes.
There were also rimes when the
computers slowed down and
these problems weren't. anticipated, so the registration office
didn't have enough staff
"People have worked
hardrorrthis> project;" insists
Wheeler. BSU employees have
had to work extra hours and
endure -frustrations in the last

several months. It's difficult
that the results can't be seen
now, but it will be getting bet-.
ter, claims Wheeler.
The independent auditor's report on the implementation of the new system had not
been released at press rime.
The State Board of Education
will decide if the expense of
PeopleSoft was worth it financially. Meanwhile, Boise State
students look to the future for
the benefits that will supposedly follow the many inconveniences.
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The Idaho Review garners
good reviews of its own .
Jessica Holmes

.,T

aGe writer

he inaugural issue of
The
Idaho
Rtview
appeared on bookstore shelves
in December of 1998. In a
short time the literaryworld has
lauded the small collection of
fiction, poetry and essays published through the BSU's mas. ter of fine arts program. Alan
Cheuse, book reviewer for
NPR's '1\11 Things Considered"
wrote in a letter to the editor, "I
don't know that I've seen such a
high quality list of contributors,
and such good work by them.
since the early days of some of
the best magazines we know"
The rest of the' nation
tends to agree. In a compilation
titled The Best American Short 5/0-'

ties of 1999, listed three pieces
from The Idaho Rtview among
the select "100 other distinguished stories of 1998." The
caliber of these pieces equals
that of national magazines such
as Harper's and Esquire.
"Generally, the reputation
of a literary journal such as this
grows very slowly," says editor
Mitch Wieland.
."But the
response to. this first issue is
beyond my wildest dreams."
With The Idaho Rtview
Wieland wanted to fill a void.
BSU literati may find a soapbox
in Cold Drill, but Wieland preferred a journal that "would not
give preference to region but
draw writing from anywhere."
Provost Darrell Jones
offers the same sentiment.

Jones, a former professor of
English with a background in
poetry, understands the benefits of a journal. The Idaho
Rtview'was given a single starter
contribution of six thousand
dollars. Wieland began an
impassioned plea for fictional
pieces.
"I called old acquaintances. I solicited the writers I
wanted;' recallss Wieland. "I
had some connections to writers through my publisher and
through past experience as a
fiction editor for the lV'am'or
RtvieUJ---{l,publication from the
University
of
Alabama.
George Garrett, a legend in the
south, who has taught such
writers as Kelly Cherry, submitted a piece. Having him on

board legitimized our project. I
was really awed by the
response."
And the response was
immense.
Anne Beattie, a
nationally recognized author,
after being turned down by The
New 'Yorker, donated her piece
"In Irons" to the unknown
journal in what Wieland calls
"an act of faith." The NelIJ
'Yorker could pay $8,000; Tbe
Idaho Rtview could only offer
five free copies. "In Irons," one
of many works published, was
the only Beattie piece that made
the list of the top 100. Contributor Richard Bausch's atypical
dialogue-based
story,
''Voices' from the Other
Room," now appears in his new
hardback collection. Contribu-

tors did not throw pocket
change to the journal. Instead,
they gave their best work.
Wieland, Assistant Editor
Quinn Pritchard, and graduate
assistant Tamara Shores spent
fifteen months formatting the
final presentation.
''A lot of journals-top
jow:nals-less represent a book
rather than a catalogue. They
lean towards something less
wonderful looking;' Wieland
_says of the neatly book bound
Review. "I wanted something
you could put on a shelf."
Critics notice even the
cover. The physical-appearance
of the book has been called
"handsome" and "elegant."
The second issue of Tbe
Idaho Rtview will arrive from the
'printer in late December. It will
showcase the odd eclectic art of
James Castle on a white glossy
cover and eight color plates.
The caliber of written submission parallels the quality of the
first edition. In this edition,
Alan Cheuse contributes.
"We want to keep up the
momentum," says Wieland.
"We hope to gradually gain
more weight, reputation, and
merit. Our goals-just to stick
around,' to be known as a place

to be:'
From the inaugural issue,
and .the .quality of the second
copy, the Idaho Review
appears to have alreadyreached
, that place.
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Boston Pops will enliven holiday
season, aid Toys for Tots
Justin Endow
aGe writer
he Idaho Toys for Tots
campaign,
which
reaches full throttle during the
holiday months, will receive
proceeds from the third annual
Fidelity Investments Boston
Pops Holiday Tour. Conductor
Keith Lockhart brings the
Boston
Pops
Esplanade
Orchestra into the Boise State
Pavilion at 8 p.m. on Friday,

T

Dec. 3.
"We are thrilled to be
associated with the Pavilion
and one of the most prestigious events of the season,"
says U.S. Marine Corps First
Sergeant and Idaho Toys for

Tots coordinator Keith Hobbs,
through press materials. ''The'
children of the Treasure Valley
have many needs this time of
year,and our goal is to brighten
the holidays for as many as
possible."
LOckhart and the Pops

remarks Lockhart. "But what's
will perform a variety of the
even
more thrilling for me is to
season's favorites, inviting the
bring' the orchestra to Ameraudience to join in for songs
ica's greatest cities and to share
such as "Winter Wonderland,"
this live concert experience
"Have Yourself a Merry Little
with our loyal fans in the Boise
Christmas" and "[ingle Bells."
area."
"One of my favorite
Singer and former Miss
moments during the holiday
America,
Susan Powell, will
concerts is the sing-a-long,"
perform with the Boston Pops
says Lockhart. "There's nothfor the first time since 1993.
ing like being surrounded by
-,
She
has starred in a number of
thousands of voices all singing
stage productions over the
'Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reinyears, including Die Fledenllal/J,
deer,"
SllJeelll!)'Todd and The SOl/lids of
The orchestra will also
Rodgers and Hallllliersfeill.
celebrate the life of late AmerToys For Tots contribuican jazz great Duke Ellington
tions of new, unwrapped toys
with the "Peanut Brittle
can be brought to the concert,
Brigade," from his "Nutcracker
or dropped off at Newschan(after Tchaikovsky)"and connel
7's studios or any area fire
temporary pieces .by John
station.
Williamsand Leroy Anderson.
Tickets cost $15-$100 at
"It's immensely gratifyall Sclect-A-Seat outlets or by
ing to know that we reach milphone at 426-1766.
lions of Pops fans across the
country through our television
appearances during the summer and at holiday time,"

I~.,,'"
~~rwJf'

Keith Lockhart leads the Boston POpS.,
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Student Marketing Manager

City

,Gain valuable experience in the marketing field.
Pro Perfomance Marketing needs a reliable
professional, outgoing, goal oriented individual
to manage and execute promotions for univeristy
sponsored marketing program.
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The colors of Montana come alive in Idaho
Jessica Holmes
aGe writer

nne Appleby's art, at
first look, appears flat
and monotone. But focused
lights unearth the depth in her
single shade panels. Appleby
overlaps coat after coat of pigment and wax (twenty to forty
layers) over a plywood board
until the color, as art critic Rick
Newby commented, "starts to
glow, to awaken your senses."
Appleby's work will
remain on display at the Boise
art museum through early

A

March.
. "Her art eludes reproduction," notes assistant curator Heather Ferrell, "The work
has a subtle nuance. The more

you look, the more you see the , shield.' With precision, she
reproduced the image. ''That's
variety and depth of it."
not a wolf:' the Native AmeriAppleby's unorthodox
work stems from a 1S-year can elder replied. "That's just a
picture of a wolf,'
apprenticeship with Ojibwa
The
lesson
taught
"The work has Appleby to strive to encapsulate the spirit of an object, not
a subtle nuance.
solely its physical aspect. She
The more youdisplays
the essence through
look, the more
color. For instance, in a piece
you see the varititled "River Birch:' six' square
ety and depth of panels
display the six basic colit. "
ors Appleby finds in a birch
tree. The viewer does not confront a representation of a tree,
holy man Ed Barbeau. Barbeau
but instead looks into its core
taught Appleby something
other art institutions did nothow to see. Barbeau asked
Appleby, in one early lesson, to
paint a wolf on a buffalo hide

makeup.
Appleby delves in further. She observes that an
object in nature changes with

season and time. That birch
may look different in the hazy
light of winter than on a May
morning. She attempts to display not only the object, but the
time frame,of conception. The
pieces on display in the
museum, Coyote Meadow,
August 7 and Along the Yellowstone Near Columbus, November 24 portray how significant
the date was to the colors cap-

influences make her work a fitting contribution to the Boise
Art
Museum's
ongoing
"Northwest
Perspectives"
exhibit.
;:"~'>:~i.j~:z:~;.,~~~;,:,,;:.,
.
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tured.
"The world is constantly
moving and changing and reinventing itself," she remarks.
''These are the moments I try to
express through painting."
Each piece depicts the
grasses, trees and flowers of
Montana. Appleby's western
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pogm a combines Catholicism with
rub b
er· poop monster'
.

...

/

aGe writer
t is safe to say that Dogma
is unlike any other Hollywood movie. It defiescategorization but Chris Rock, one of
the stars in the film, came up
with a fairly accurate attempt.
"I saw it as Star Wars meets The
Ten CO!IIIl1andments with a little
Roll/eo and JI/liet thrown in." The
Wizard of Oz would fit as well.
Dogma creates a mindstaggering mix of. fantasy and
reality. Celestial beings go
hand-in-hand with demons
and New Jersey dudes. Even
God makes an appearance in
the form of Alanis Morissette.
The protagonists are two
fallen llI1gelsdoomed to spend

I

the rest of their eternal

liVes

.r.

I
\

in

Wisconsin. Ben Affleck and
Matt Damon play the creatures. The duo returns to the
screen after their memorable
performance in Good Will
Hllflting. Bartleby and Loki find
a possible loophole to re-enter
heaven by passing through the
gate of a church in New Jersey.
However, God is infallible.
Since allowing the angels back
into Heaven would prove God
wrong, it would negate all of
existence. Thus, mankind is in
danger. But since only a human
can save humanity; this lot falls
. to Bethany (Linda Fiorentino),
a middle-aged Catholic woman
who ironically works in an
. abortion clinic. Reluctantly,she
follows the instructions and
finds herself on the way to
New Jersey to stop the angels, .
with the help of two highly
unusual prophets, Jay and'
Silent Bob.
Rufus (played by Chris
Rock); soon joins the group

From left: Ben MOedc, Linda Fiorentino and Chris Rock on the set of Dogma.
and introduces himself as the
argued that the film ridicules
thirteenth apostle who was left
every value of Catholicism; an
out of the Bible for political
unsurprising response for such
reasons, and by the Muse
a provocative movie.
(Salma Hayek), who currently
Many of the celestial
works in a strip bar. When they
characters are drawn towards
reach New Jersey after an
the ridiculous. The two fallen
adventurous
journey, the
angels, about to be forgiven
movie comes to its violent eli-their
own sins, become even
max which decides the fate of
more ~vilin their judgment of
the world.
human sins than the Devil
When Dogma showed at
himself. The two prophets,
the New York Film Festival'- more interested in sexual than
earlier this year, the screening
heavenlypleasures, hardly qualwas accompanied by protests
ifY for this occupation in a bibof religious groups which tried
lical sense. . Some of the
to stop its publication. They
supernatural characters give the

movie a weird twist and don't
reallycontribute to the plot.
Yet these beings can be
seen as one of the severalclues
on how to approach this
movie. Says director Kevin
Smith (Mall rats, Chasing Anry):
"This is a farce and a fantasy
about the relationship with
God. But all along I've
thought, how seriouslycan you
take a movie that has a rubber
poop monster in it?" Above all,
DogtJla comes across as a comedy, but with serious undertones. Rufus offers one of its
few, possibly didactic lines:

"Religion should be about
ideas, not about belief. In
belief, the ideas become institutionalized and static, in other
words: a dogma ("a religious
doctrine formally stated")."
Dogma is certain to
receive mixed responses from
the audience. Yet; for the
moviegoer the best and maybe
only way to enjoy this movie
seems simple: don't take religion too literally,'or yourself
too seriously.
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editorial
advisor
Peter
Wollheirn
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To the university
community:
In three and a half years
as faculty advisor of The Arbiter
I have never asked for personal
space in tills newspaper.
Recent events have led me to
request an exception.
Years ago my father, an
Auschwitz survivor, gave testimony and other evidence at the
war crimes of Adolf Eichmann, a particularly notorious
member of the Nazi death
machine.
Evidently there's
some sort of network out there
because, as a direct result, I
have been subject to various
forms of death threats in every

community I've ever lived in,
except for supposedly rednecky, Aryan Nation-domie
nated Boise, Idaho.
Therefore the recent
spate of
death threats,
addressed to the editor and
staff of The Arbiter, and the
outright theft of copies of the
last issue, represent far more
than a personal irony. I take
them as arl outright insult to
the memory of my parents,
and of the other immediate
family members I lost to the
Holocaust.
If you have any shred of
decency about you, surrender
yourselves immediately - right
tins minute - to the proper
authorities for the treatment or
punishment you deserve. By

employing these underhanded, outright Fascistic
tactics, you' have handed the
moral high ground right back
to pro-Nazi 'sympathizers,
confirming some of their
worst ethnic stereotypes and
blurring the ethical lines
between' you and them
almost entirely.
Holocaust deniers can
be refuted;" your cowardice
can not: Identify yourselves
to the public and accept full
responsibility
for
your
actions. Any less offends
against those in my family
who, because of criminal
intolerance, can no longer
speak for themselves;
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• Cecilia LOfqVist Traum,
Boise Idaho
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Defining free
speech
he latest outtage by
..
.. The Arhiter.' (of three
within about a year, by
my count). can't be silendy
endur~d.
.
.
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denial? While.y6~·clecisi~n~
fI.,.•..

,

y~lJJ:d~cisionJmadein

the

.the decision to allow a Hate

miebt()f ,'the Table Rock cross 'gr~~p to ''},uy''.their .way'U1tO
cOI'ltte>versy,}obe a personal
our Unn;ersityneWspaper,

:L:~~·~j,':u:is~s: :; ::}~e~~bly :,~':5<y<>urfears,'your
petti:m~yha~.allowedyouto
p()r~attackon
meas well as onother
.11tiswas atnisguided
r ph,oenix-lik
;the. ashes
self-tnterest; a .lifetimcof
.trayyouisdf
adeferider of Jewish faculty, students andatterripi.to
defend "free"
',··to'.dobatde~thhl11llaOs
,oppressionhaSo()tmade
mcthe
student body, these same
staff. lam
embarrassed arid
speech as'the insert-was a
-;)ine~i'I'his'hasbe~n'
the 'omdess ready to
the
decisions have made you an
ashamed tothitik
that we
"paid"advercisement
Also,
····co~~iliroug9-outtheages,·
battle.
accomplice to anti-Semitism.
belong to the' same academic
this so called"revisionist" jourThlis'itwill b~always until.'
Don't be afraid of this
Ai; students at an institucommunity,
rial (which is simply holocaust
nuclear, 'cheniicaI, biolo~caI' little 'Naziadyertisem~ntWe
tion of .higher 'learning one
denial' couched in quasi-intelor genetic warfare parts us
owe the big lie tellers for
would expect that, unlike other
Peter M.l1chtenstein
lectuallingo) is not a serious
from' th~ history of this
showing us, inthe ovens of'
hate mongers in Idaho and
Professor of Economics
scholarly discourse, but by
place.
Dachau arid on the sands of
elsewhere, you and your staff
placing it in a University news.' For me, personally, I
Normandy beach; the mopwould have chosen to take the
paper you have given it this

ettom

i'

as'

,

engage

would prefer to do battle with
the monsters. But my life has
-.not been one .of pabulum.
Until such tirDeas we. all
agree to take a vow of Intel.:lect~aFsilenc~
monstious
thoug11tthat-IrejoIcewhen

strous power of the lie and the
true power to destroy the Iiars,
Unfurl your tongues, There
are liars in our midst and liars
do your damnedest.
Do
not kill free
speech-rejoice in it,encour-

moral high ground on such an
issue.But you have sunk to the
same level as those gtoups who
promote
intolerance
and
malevolence.vand, you have
assisted in the furtherance on
.' Idaho's negati~ reputation asa

•.af!1onsterapP~;Withea~.
<age it.~Sacre~cop1bat springs
.>re~ppearari~e "I .kn()w my , forth through it
. enemy more fullY. With' each .'
., .

haven for racists andanci-Senrl-

appearance.
Glenn Newkirk
student

Just adding my voice

.l

:'aPP~a.l:atlce.1,'e~arcit'1~/iriy'·i··
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ustwanted

to add my
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The Arbiter welcomes letters
to the editor of up to 400
words. Letters must be
si21led with a full name and
pnone number. The Arbiter
reserves theri2:ht to edit
submissions wmch will be .
published as space allows.
Letters can be emailed to
arbiter@email.boisestate.edu
faxed to 426-3198 or
.
bro~ht to our offices at 1605
1/2 University Drive. Le. tters
Will be pu1?lished in ~he
order receIved.
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To Fake or Not to Fake

Th

fuel

As

~~ot

posed

some

do want my partner

related

ques-

tions to several
and

According to a 1997 CnJIIIO poll,
fifty-six percent of women and

Columnist
feel his mouth asking the

question

without

voicing

the words. As if my body is his

scale, my pleasure his pound of
flesh ... The pressure to receive
mv ova cion becomes
wave, crushing
propelling

a tidal

his thoughts,

faking as a necessary evil. Of
the nine (all heterosexual,
I interviewed

or polled,

interrogated

personally

firmed

activity, of course.

win laugh at least once.

Ilopdulh',
ti,rm

ii I remain in top

t h rougho\.lt

the article,

you'll hal·i.· multiple

laughing

If 1 took all my

experiences.

five

agreed. although not one of the

(excerpt from .: !II/(/;:;Ol/)

YOU

in

keeping with the theme) people

speak only words (.If h'".lidance.

Ih' the 'l'n.1 of this article

or denied

First,
whether
they

con-

any such

asked
thought

them
"It's

okav I not okay for women

to

fah' their orgasms." Admittedly

I held my breath, sat forward in

messages)

"1

to

enough"

but they could have .

from your studied nonchalance

Maybe I'm just
noticing or
maybe some antiorgasmic eonspiracy really has
befallen us, but
even now while
tapping out my
words of guid ance I hear my
roommategiggling in the IivIng room over
some Ally McDeal
character and
her capacity for
realistic fauxgasms.

when we tell you it just didn't

views, a handful

of unasked

happen

men from Mars or women as

my scat,

chewing

my

succubae; it's quite simply the

responses.

Why, ] wanted

to

offspring of our culture's mes-

back

know, do so many women feel

sage to the male sex from day

compelled

their

one: "Now; someday, you boys

have

will discover

egos?

female

orgasms

entangled
Why

cater

to

partners'

to

How
become

we

perceive

egregious slant against her male
partner's sexual identity?

doesn't

Most importantly,
obsessed with

the

personal

devotion?

laughing loud enough to make

~hg.

.''"'

your neighbors start banging on

pl~as~'5~l.l:leqr;i~". I,,~iP~~~a
he~thyat.ri01,U1t of '~pp~eciation

to

admit;1 had relegated the subrants of

,'dep~d..si:o~::~~'

situation"

i

"~"

liantf~~''';aQ:it

didn't,' He still·didn't

oK'; ':":'pllr,~:§~I~'r,W:'

~plefdon't

fi~ . tr~at;;ith~~fem

'~tunless

don't care

aQ9ii';

another,"

Two

the

have burst into the mainstream

blamed

with . tassels

and

such yawners as lack of time or

solely to gauge her partner's

I'm

as a ploy to call a halt to the

sexual prowess. Faking means

swinging

blazing. Maybe

just noticing

or maybe some

anti-orgasinic

conspiracy really

of

tlle phenomenon

on

whole sweaty mess.
. The

obje~t"'a

women

naysayers

generiilly

Sexometer

have

manipulation

existing

guidance I hear my roommate

by Cosnlo, by the way)not flatter

therefore

giggling in the living room over

a partler's

ensconced in me sexually sub-

some

his in·elligence.

no

of communicating

their con-

or disappointments;

ordinate

it's my body,' I said, 'and I think
Men, we know mat me
us clings to your back like .

resort

cerns

Besides,

make sounds like
mey climax,' 'Well,

to

to

gasms" (a term quaintly coined
ego but also insult

..

and deceit in lieu

while tapping out my words of

character

giveu

pressure to. sa:tisfy yourself and

agreed that.not

only do "faux-

j

I'd knOw.' "

has befallen us, but even now

Ally McBeal

':">Hl~~;~d~

. I said back all S\\Tee

partners

maga-

keeps
role whil

it

mem

"ofhair

'6£

or·;)lt1~(';,; As,::~~~'K"

"faking shouldt(onl\tter;!€,tl1;~,::.

and

"...,

~~i'"'"

.. tel' gdfb~t6

zines, but just lately it seems to

sparklers

"C".

i11, rt:~,n

sPd~ted \\-iinpy'answers like, "it

glossy, backlash

.

you?" makes us

"~~{~O%I~~~

intervi~ees

o;?;;"(jtm·

all-too-frequently,

such

'

~~';he":isl Then

and Elle serve up raw, juicy and

ject to the neurotic

ScoreL,(.'"

"Did

yank. ,,9~t·thit~hes

he'll start

1 have

words

, want to gnash '9~teeth

moans

- g~l1~e or n,gri~i;:i;:~ortal
\~~I~i
of suCh deliciousf:sii)t~;'\\Viewee, "If he c
.ism~i\ill;~"'mY<"yes"
peopi~:~ me firs,t

form?

Any question that involves the ,

Sex has

going to O1akeC\Tery ef[(jrttC?""

"Instead

a laugh just itching to scream

you in on a little tip of our own.

'de cribed her partne2:r·,;'i':~;,

COSIIIO

a

such religious media and inter-

artificial

orgasms: the kind of dish

for

That said, allow me to let

ori with

I"

Anybody

onds of pleasure really warrant

lellJ' him

heterosexual

spectacular

Are ya close? Do you feci

Big O? Sure,

\Vro~~'~'but I'm' not going t06n~i6fmy

he's better
<~here will

you're not a

cookie?"

most of us get a kick out of la
petit Illolt, but does seven sec- .

he's pleas.ingiif1~:.~i'<>riel'erSori

-

produce

fireworks.

when
so

the hell did we become

interviewees

Faking

a

real man if waving your wand

"Bottom line," one of itsmale"~'
I'm

Make

sure you usc them well and
always remember:

you might even find yourself

"If

wands

woman's lack of climax as an

on making myself laugh too,

sniffed,

ure and self-definition.

with the male ego?

should

six-inch

with magical powers of pleas-

so

"'.withitS''tC5uChdowiiS:',

article;

for us. It's not about

questions kept me wriggling in

ism saturating the

COSIIIO

at all" and

these inter-

become a sport only concerned

echo the juicy chauvin-

or "not

Throughout

to think

my chair and waited for someone

maybe no one actually said that,

vitamins and really focus myself

the walls.

.' .......

of men report

seven women and two men I
I

his movements.

forty percent

really start writing

.fortune-cookie

coworkers.

Lesleigh Owen

(l should

for my rants, 1

friends

I
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joyriding

monkey. We

you feel just as m
to ensure
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Scorpio: (Oct 24-Nov.
21) If a woodchuck could
chuck wood would he get minreq\l!t;€:ll')any new exciting
ideis?ZB~~me
a
trend
setter.
imumwage?
Become a philoso- """'~·~{l·,t~.!,.::,,;"·
.. ,
Pork is your color.
pher this week.
.~.}:.J'~;,ii\
«:':
Aquarius: O;ili; 20-Feb..
' :\
18) Having an~~cij;lng~. snl- ,
Cancer: (june 22-July\,:S~gittiriii8r
(Nov. 22dent in your homl'tk'~~~
" ~),lf,'Y~u could be }l"~~p~r D~gY) Your ~dA~rwill conunwanted gifts is an abuse of';liero\~oula
yo~wear 'th~tightsr
tinue@i eliiniriate the subtle,
the prograrn."!',)::"ercise
dail)·? Defeat Jerry
poign~n(n~ti~hs from your
is,'p' nng' er~"j.:c ',". ,.;;.
".;::~,'>/
', -.' :,"t,...... gifted
work.
II
""

Remember,
oniy 27
more shopping days until
the Easter merchandise goes
on' display.

Gemini: (May 21-June
21) The next millennium will

'",I"

Pisces: (Feb. 19-M~. 20)
"Show me the mon~}i;"is\;~';U'
...
It
}',,.l"''';'''''.'
mantra today. Repeat.Jjr"over
and over again until peoplepay
you not to.
'_~~A._,

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19)
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Leo: (Iuly 23~Alig.:',?~·",\,
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan.
Someday you'll be old" arid
19) Signal space aliens from the
wrinkled so live it up nowlj,~~J.1r,':-'v,"tOof
of your house with a
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may contain small
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Taurus:,,(Apn '1)0- May
~"r
20) Your an~g
maet{!,ne
message need~?e
ch~·
Libra: (Sept 23-0ct 23)
Incorporate
th~4IsAll this week call AT&T 00 info
spleen; happy holidays, Tableand ask them what to get your
rock and Cher at least once.
uncle Buster for Christmas.
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For purposeful entertainment only. Warning: this

e,.~~,uP with- pedaRW1
..!'~/Lptoduct
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~ji-gos,and drug d
ut {parts.
lets be honest, it's no}
make light of drug dealers.
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is sorry for wrecking the
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Profession~ wrestling will h.e1P~~\F~$.thl stars to find ~ut the
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gap between you and ~~~"" fun of in·ili'; United States and"
grandparents.
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Help Wanted

The Arbiter
Ad rep needed. For info call
Brad at 345-8204.
Sales Representative
Join the OmniPlayer student
sales team and start making
money today!Contact:jgonzales
@sphere-omniplayer.c{)m.
~ EPRESENT

NATIONAL

ORGANIZATIONS
including:
Smithsonian Institution
National Geographic Society
National Audubon Society

$8'''"0"'
Design your own schedule
weekend and evening hours,

(208) 376-4480
interviews by appointment

Boise's Best
Part-time
Job for Students !
United Parcel Service
Employment

Bf:j
$8.50/hr
Full Benefits
No Weekends ~
Weekly Paychecks
4 Shifts to Choose From

Information:
On-Campus Call:

426·1745 '
Onth~ Web:
www.upsJobs.com '
UP? is an Equal Opportunity,
Afflnnative Action Employer.

GOT SOMETHIN' TO
SAY?!?
Makeyourself heard with a classified ad! The Arbiter offers
FREE classified ad space for
BSU studentsI Up to 25 words,
at no cost, for an)' BSU students
who want to place a, non-busi~
ness classifiedad. \Vant to place
an ad to make a little extra
money? No problem, The
Arbiter also offers ver)' reasonable prices for business classified and displayads. So give us a
call at 345-8204.
.
Free CD of cool indie music
when
you
register
at
mybyrcs.com,the ultimate website for your college needs.
FEELING ANXIOUS?
I am a BSU student writing an
article on severe anxiety in college students, and I need your
help. If you have experienced
severe anxiety. and/or panic
attacks since entering college,
please call my work, 888-5743
and ask for Robin, or e-mail,
ryoung1516@prodigy.net.

rhe rreasure §arden

1

~liecf out our hWJe sefections
vlI\tage fi Tetro cfothi"B fi accessorie
~fftyyes of ~ntiquts fi Coffectabfes.

Somethin8f~r everyone.
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Earn $1200 for
Christmas
and a Dell Computer
Toll free
(24 hours, 3 minute
recording)
1-888-310-7275
Code # 800

Roommate Wanted

ROOMMATES NEEDED
2 guys looking for laid back.
people to shack. up with. Our
house is coolas hell. If you are
interested callJim@342-5928.

Recreation

Women's rugby. Tues. and
Thurs. @ 6:30 p.m. West Jr.
High. No experience required.
We need you ladies! Contact
Annesa 338-5629 or Dawn
384-9341.

S.E.O. Jobs
For Jobs Listed Below, go to
the Student Employment
Office-or call 426-JOBS

NON-WORK STUDY',

\~

'Ustick tRd.
t]Oise,1'D 83704

, 6521

( 208) 323-7717

Job Tide: Library Assis~t /
Receptionist for Law Firm
Start Date: ASAP Job Number: 3361 Wage: $6.50 to
$7.50 per hour. Hours/Week:

15 to 40 hours per week Monday through Friday including
Saturday 9am to 12pm. Flexible
schedule around classes. Primary Duties: Duties include
assisting librarian with various
library projects; closed file
archiving; publication revisions',
reception duties as needed.
Occasionally this pos!tlOn
requires assisting legal secretaries in document organization, and other general office
assistance. Minimum Qualifications: This position require
attention to detail, excellent
communication skills, basic
clerical knowledge and the ability to work independently as
well as under direct supervision.
.Computer experience is helpful,
but not required.
Job Tide: Student Activities
Graduate Assistant Start Date:
ASAP Job N~mber:
3356
Wage: $3605.00 total for the
spring semester plus a graduate
fee waiver for the spring semester. Hours/Week:
20 hours
per week, flexible schedule
around planned activities. Usually between 8am and 6pm
Mo~day through Friday. With
several evening and weekend
hours required as well. This
position is offered for one year
with the possibility of' renewal.
Primary Duties:
Graduate
assistant is part of the Student
Activities Time and assists in a
multi-faceted program ~th a
strong commitment to. the educational, social, cultural, recreational, and service goals of
Boise state. Minimum Qualifications: All graduate assistants
must be enrolled for a minimum of 8 credit hours per
semester' during the regular
school year. Must be admitted

to a graduate program with at
least provisional status. Computet: experience is necessary
(Macintosh computer and File
Maker pro software experience
preferred).
Job Tide: Tax preparation persons Start Date: ASAP Job
Number:
3351 Wage: $6.00
per hour Hours/Week:
Very
flexible schedule will work
around school classes. Monday
through Saturday. Primary
Duties: Customer service and
tax preparation. Minimum
Qualifications: Accounting or
business background, basic
computer knowledge as well as
excellent verbal, writing and
phone skills.
Job Tide: Part time developmental therapists Start Date:
ASAP Job Number:
3340
Wage: $7.25 per hour plus
benefits. Hours/Week:
Monday through Friday flexible
hours and weekend shifts available. Primary Duties: Work
with developmentally delayed
children and adults providing in
home and community therapy.
Minimum
Qualifications:
Must like to work with developmentally delayed persons no
experience necessary, will train.
Job Tide:
Computer Lab
Monitor (For Spring Semester)
Start Date: ASAP Job Number: 3339 Wage: Dependent
upon
experience.
Hours/Week:
Must work
weekends. Saturday and Sunday
12pm to 6:00pm. Primary
Duties: Check users in and out
of the lab. Assist lab users in
software usage, particularly
word processing (Microsoft
Word .& .Excel), printing, and

Enjoy Discount Internet Shopping
at

www.exceUr.com/scottc

('----....
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IIJ3-----.,..;)
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Check out The Arbiter
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http://arbiter.boisestate.edu
Take the online poll. catch
up on old issues and
watch for your chance to
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concert tickets to some
great concerts coming to
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work

and

training

of

new

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE

SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Artny's Loan Repaytnent: prograD1, you
could get: out: from under 'Wit:ha three~year enlist:ment:.
Each year you serve on active duty reduces your
indebt:edness by one-third or $1,500, whichever
amount: is grearer, up t:o a $65,000 limit:.
The offer applies t:o Perkins Loans, St:afford Loans, .
and ceecairr ot:her federally insured loans, which are not:
in default:.
And debt: relief is just: one oft:he many beneflt:s
you'll earn frOID the·ArmJr. Ask·your Army Recruit:er.

1-800-USA-ARMY

WWW.GOA~COM

.ARMY. BE·ALL. YOU CAN BE~
www.goarmy.com

You
Are

..

Here!

.

SIGN UP FOR
DRIVER'S ED. 101
'.'ODAY!

Bring usa picture of your dream
dress. and we'll create it with
your specifications

and your

choice of fabrics.
208-322-8919
4299 Chlnden Blvd.
Garden City. Idaho
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BSU, North Boise
& SouthEast Boise

.I

1323 Broadway Ave. '

FREE DEUVERY AND CARRYOUT

South Franklin
& The Connector
2404 S. Orchard Rd.
342·5050 North Boise, Eagle
& 'Garden City
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Sure you could usc the extra
moncv-whocowdni1The
Army'Reserve can help you
earn more than $18.000 during a standard enlistment,
part time; plus some g~':lt
benefits, with opportunities to
qualil)' for even more money
to continue your education.
You'll also be getting valuable
hands-on skill training that
- wiu last you a lifetime.
Good extra money. Lots of
opponunities. A place to
make new mends. Ghoc the
Army Reserve }'Our serious
consideration.

Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:

.0
.••..
~..............•......
467-4441

··.tJ.t;

- (208) 375·7OQ9Bolli
(208)
Nampa

